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Abstract

Reliable segmentation of road lines and markings is crit-
ical to autonomous driving. Our work is motivated by the
observations that road lines and markings are (1) frequently
occluded in the presence of moving vehicles, shadow, and
glare and (2) highly structured with low intra-class shape
variance and overall high appearance consistency. To solve
these issues, we propose a Homography Guided Fusion
(HomoFusion) module to exploit temporally-adjacent video
frames for complementary cues facilitating the correct clas-
sification of the partially occluded road lines or markings.
To reduce computational complexity, a novel surface nor-
mal estimator is proposed to establish spatial correspon-
dences between the sampled frames, allowing the Homo-
Fusion module to perform a pixel-to-pixel attention mech-
anism in updating the representation of the occluded road
lines or markings. Experiments on ApolloScape, a large-
scale lane mark segmentation dataset, and ApolloScape
Night with artificial simulated night-time road conditions,
demonstrate that our method outperforms other existing
SOTA lane mark segmentation models with less than 9% of
their parameters and computational complexity. We show
that exploiting available camera intrinsic data and ground
plane assumption for cross-frame correspondence can lead
to a light-weight network with significantly improved per-
formances in speed and accuracy. We also prove the ver-
satility of our HomoFusion approach by applying it to the
problem of water puddle segmentation and achieving SOTA
performance 1.

1. Introduction
Lane mark segmentation aims to achieve pixel-wise

classification of road lines and markings simultaneously.
Known for its quintessential importance in autonomous
driving, lane mark segmentation is also an effective tool for
constructing accurate High Definition (HD) maps. Existing
works solve individual sub-tasks, e.g. drivable area segmen-

1Code is available at https://github.com/ShanWang-Shan/HomoFusion.
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Figure 1: Illustration of the effect of the proposed HomoFu-
sion module that explores the adjacent frames for cues, fa-
cilitating the correct classification of (1) a “Straight Arrow”,
which, with its bottom half occluded by a vehicle, is mis-
takenly classified as a “Right Turn & Straight Arrow” with-
out the HomoFusion module, and (2) a partially occluded
“Dotted Line”, which is incorrectly classified as a “Solid
Line” without the HomoFusion module. The fused frame
in the 4th row and the 2nd column demonstrates the recov-
ered road lines and markings after projecting the previous
frames onto the current frame with the estimated homogra-
phy matrices. The yellow box enlarges the area where mis-
take classifications are corrected. The red box indicates the
spatially corresponding area across the frames. Best viewed
in color.

tation [33, 9] and lane detection [19, 35], while few address
the lane mark segmentation in its entirety [53, 16].

Despite the tremendous progresses in semantic/scene
segmentation [52, 42, 26], little attention has been paid to
the lane mark segmentation task [53, 16]. Yin et al. [53]
leverages additional LiDAR information, merging the seg-
mented visual information with the point clouds, to achieve
lane mark segmentation. IntRA-KD [16] applies the knowl-
edge distillation technique to improve the efficiency of the
lane mark segmentation model.

A major challenge in the lane mark segmentation task is

This ICCV paper is the Open Access version, provided by the Computer Vision Foundation.
Except for this watermark, it is identical to the accepted version;

the final published version of the proceedings is available on IEEE Xplore.
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partial occlusion of the road lines and markings caused by
the vehicle and surrounding environment leading to false
classifications. For example, a partially occluded straight
arrow can be easily mistaken as a right turn & straight ar-
row, as depicted in Fig. 1. However, existing lane mark
segmentation methods have not yet made use of the follow-
ing observations: (1) occlusion of the road lines and mark-
ings (due to nearby moving vehicles, shadow, and glare)
can be reduced by cross-frame consistency; (2) road lines
and markings are highly structured, maintaining high con-
sistency in intra-class shapes as well as in overall appear-
ance, alleviating the requirements on learning complicated
features to distinguish different classes with high intra-class
variance as in semantic/scene segmentation.

To find complementary information from adjacent
frames, we use the ground plane assumption for the road
region immediately in front of the camera. Our Homogra-
phy Guided Fusion (HomoFusion) module achieves tempo-
rally consistent representation, recovers partially occluded
road lines or markings, and leads to correct classification.
The module’s success depends on accurate cross-frame spa-
tial correspondence, which we achieve using a homography
transformation matrix estimated with available intrinsic and
extrinsic parameters of the on-vehicle camera, and the road
surface normal estimated by our novel optimization method
called Road Surface Normal Estimator (RSNE).

Using the highly structured nature of road lines and
markings could reduce the complexity of the detection
problem and make it suitable to run on edge devices. To
this end, we employ (1) a lightweight encoder to represent
the visual information in feature spaces, and (2) a cross-
frame pixel-to-pixel attention mechanism in our HomoFu-
sion module, instead of a more computationally expensive
global attention mechanism employed by other methods.
These design decisions allow the proposed model to out-
perform the existing lane mark segmentation models with
less than 9% of their parameters and Giga Floating Point
Operations (GFLOPs) We summarize our contributions as
follows:

• We propose a HomoFusion module that uses ground
plane assumption and the adjacent frames for tempo-
rally consistent representations for accurate classifica-
tion of partially occluded road lines and markings.

• We design a novel estimator RSNE for road sur-
face normal, which, combined with camera intrinsic
and extrinsic parameters readily available on an au-
tonomous vehicle, yields accurate homography matrix
between frame pairs. RSNE simplifies the 8 degrees of
freedom (DoF) of homography problem to a 2 DoF of
normal vector problem.

• We present a lightweight lane mark segmentation
model that achieves better performance than the state-

of-the-art (SOTA) methods with significantly reduced
model complexity and computation requirements.

2. Related Work
2.1. Lane Detection

Traditional lane detection approaches rely on hand-
crafted features such as color [44, 51], edge [23] and texture
[25], which are limited in complex scenarios [48, 7]. Recent
advances in deep neural networks have led to significant
performance improvements, with methods like message-
passing networks [36] and attention-based modules [45].
[16, 37, 38, 54, 27] formulate lane detection as a row-wise
classification task based on grid division of the input image.
PolyLaneNet [46] is the first parametric prediction method,
which outputs polynomials to represent each lane. BEV-
Former [24] and PETRv2 [28] employ transformer mech-
anisms to streamline the conversion of perspective views
into bird’s-eye views, thereby eliminating variations in ob-
ject size caused by perspective. Although the above meth-
ods achieve impressive performance, all of them focus on
detecting the lane lines and ignore the basic road elements
like arrow signal in Fig. 1. Furthermore, lane detection
differs from segmentation tasks in that it focuses on iden-
tifying the boundaries of the drivable area, rather than the
real shape of the lanes.

2.2. Road Line and Marking Segmentation

The identification of road elements is crucial for ensur-
ing safety in autonomous driving systems, but there are few
works addressing this problem. Hou et al. [16] introduced a
distillation approach that demonstrates competitive perfor-
mance in lane mark segmentation. Yin et al. [53] used an
LSTM-based network to segment images with DeepLabv3+
[8] and then merged them with point clouds to assist with
lane segmentation. Unfortunately, these methods do not ad-
dress the challenges of occlusion, shadows, and glare that
frequently occur in real-world driving scenarios. Recently,
Zhang et al. [56] introduced global memory information
from previous frames to enhance local information for video
lane segmentation. However, this method introduces atten-
tion to the entire image, making it memory-intensive and
inefficient for autonomous driving scenarios.

2.3. Homography Estimation

Homography estimation methods can be divided into
non-deep and deep learning-based approaches. Non-deep
methods estimate the homography using feature extraction,
feature matching, and outlier rejection. SIFT [29], SURF
[5, 4], ORB [39], LPPM [30], GMS [6], and BEBLID [41]
are commonly used for feature extraction, and RANSAC
[12], MAGAC [2], and LRLS [15] are applied for outlier
rejection. Recently, many deep learning-based approaches
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Figure 2: Overview of our proposed model consisting of a pair of lightweight encoder and decoder, our proposed HomoFusion
module, and our proposed Road Surface Normal Estimator (RSNE). A sequence of frames I, including a target frame It
and n − 1 previous frames, are encoded into the feature representations (Fl). RNSE estimates the road surface normal
vector, which, combined with the camera intrinsic and extrinsic parameters, yields a homography matrix between each
frame pair, establishing cross-frame spatial correspondences. HomoFusion uses pixel-to-pixel attention mechanism to obtain
temporally consistent representation for on-road pixels of the current frame with the spatial correspondence across frames as
guidance. Finally, the decoder decodes and upsamples the temporally consistent feature representations to produce the lane
mark segmentation prediction (Sprd

t ).

have been proposed, such as DeTone et al. [10]’s VGG-like
architecture, Nowruzi et al. [11], Le et al. [20]’s and Man
et al. [31]’s cascaded VGG-like networks, and Chang et al.
and Zhao et al.’s incorporation of the Lucas-Kanade (LK)
algorithm with deep networks. However, these methods do
not utilize known camera intrinsic and extrinsic parameters
2 across frames for homography matrix estimation, which
can effectively reduce the search dimensions.

3. Method

3.1. Overview

As illustrated in Fig. 2, our proposed framework takes
a sequence of frames, denoted as I = {Ii|i = {t − (s −
1)∆t}ns=1}, as input. This sequence consists of a current
frame It and n − 1 previous frames sampled at a fixed
time interval ∆t. The output of the framework is a lane
mark segmentation map St for the current frame. In ad-
dition, the framework includes a novel HomoFusion mod-
ule, which uses the homography transformation guided by
the proposed RSNE to fuse the feature map of the cur-
rent frame with those of the previous frames. We de-
note the encoded feature representation for the tth frame
as Ft = {Fl

t ∈ RHl×Wl×Cl}Ll=1 where l indicates the

2In our experiments, both camera intrinsic and extrinsic parameters are
provided by the dataset. In real-world scenarios, these parameters can
be obtained through camera calibration and autonomous vehicle pose ob-
tained from the pose estimation framework, which is already known in the
in-car system and free of cost.

level of the feature map. The shallowest and deepest lev-
els are represented by 1 and L, respectively. Hl, Wl, and
Cl represent the height, width, and channel number of fea-
ture maps in level l. We denote all encoded features as
F = {Fl

i|i = {t − (s − 1)∆t}ns=1}. The proposed Ho-
moFusion module, detailed in Sec. 3.2, uses a cross-frame
pixel-to-pixel attention mechanism to fuse the feature map
(Ff = {Fl

f}Ll=1) of the current frame with those of the
previous frames. The homography transformation matrix
between the target frame and each of the previous frames
is calculated using the estimated normal vector of the road
surface n obtained by the proposed RSNE, as described in
Sec. 3.3. Finally, the decoder produces the segmentation
prediction (St) for the target frame based on the fused fea-
ture map.

3.2. Homography Guided Fusion (HomoFusion)

Our proposed HomoFusion module employs a pixel-
to-pixel attention mechanism to fuse spatially correspond-
ing pixels across frames. This mechanism is achieved by
projecting the pixels of the current frame onto the previ-
ous frames through an accurate homography transforma-
tion. Since road lines and markings are strictly on-road,
the search area can be limited to the road surface, which
is mostly a plane, at least within the immediate front of
the vehicle where markings are readable. Therefore, only
the homography transformation is needed to accurately map
road pixels between frames. According to the standard in-
verse homography [14, 57, 49], for each on-road pixel pt =
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Figure 3: Illustration of sample points. (Right) Sample
points in the current frame. (Left/Middle) Correspondence
of a sample point in previous frames. The red point coor-
dinate is calculated by using the correct normal, while the
cyan point coordinate is calculated by using the initial (in-
correct) normal.

(u, v)⊤ of the current frame, its spatially corresponding pix-
els of the reference frames {pi|i = {t−(s−1)∆t}ns=1} can
be computed using Eq. (1).

pi ∝ K(Ri −
tin

⊤

d
)K−1(pt ⊕ 1), (1)

where ∝ represents proportional, K is the intrinsic matrix
of the on-vehicle camera, Ri and ti represent the relative
rotation and translation between the current frame It and
the ith previous frame Ii. n is the normal of the observed
road surface, which is estimated in Sec. 3.3. d is the ver-
tical distance between the on-vehicle camera and the road
surface obtained from the camera calibration. ⊕1 converts
the point coordinates to homogeneous coordinates. The on-
road pixels of the current frame are sampled from a triangu-
lar area in front of the car, as illustrated in Fig. 3. Figure 3
also demonstrates that the shape and category of a left-turn
can be recovered by exploring the spatially corresponding
area in the previous frames under the guidance of an accu-
rate homography transformation.

With the spatial correspondence across frames, the pro-
posed HomoFusion module computes a temporally consis-
tent representation for each sampled pixel of the current
frame by employing temporal attention mechanism on the
feature presentations of spatially corresponding pixels. The
mechanism assigns the pixel representation of current frame
(Ft[pt]) as a query and all frames ({Fi[pi]}) as keys and val-
ues. In contrast to the existing attention mechanism [50],
we propose to (1) omit the spatial encoding in the presence
of obtained spatial correspondence across frames, and (2)
apply an L2 normalization on the query and the keys to ob-
tain more robust (deep) feature similarities (Eq. 2) across
various lighting environments.

ai =
Ft[pt]

∥Ft[pt]∥2
· Fi[pi]

∥Fi[pi]∥2
, (2)

where ∥.∥2 indicates an L2 normalization. The similarity is
normalized by softmax function as given in Eq. 3:

Wi =
expai∑
i expai

, (3)

before being used as weight to fuse the spatially correspond-
ing pixels across the frames as shown in Eq. 4:

Ff [pt] = Ft[pt] +
∑
i

WiFi[pi]. (4)

3.3. Road Surface Normal Estimator (RSNE)

Accurate estimation of road surface normal is crucial for
establishing spatial correspondence across frames. Gener-
ally, on-vehicle cameras have a fixed angle with respect to
the ground level. However, the actual road surface normal
can vary due to the unevenness of the road surface, e.g. up-
hill or downhill roads, and sloped turns, etc. Assuming that
the initial road surface normal is a vector being perpendicu-
lar to a horizontal plane and pointing upwards, we propose
to obtain an accurate road surface normal with an optimiza-
tion process that repeats for each new coming frame. The
proposed RSNE iteratively updates the estimated road sur-
face normal with the projection error of on-road pixels from
the current frame onto the previous frames. Specifically,
we sample m pixels {pjt}mj=1 from the current frame that
are likely to be on-road, as illustrated in Fig. 3, and com-
pute the spatially corresponding pixels {pji}mj=1 in the pre-
vious frames using the homography matrix computed with
the estimated road surface normal as defined in Eq. 1. The
estimated road surface normal is optimized in an iterative
manner through the following procedure: (a) computing a
residual between the low-level features of spatially corre-
sponding pixels across the frames with Eq. 5

rji = F1
i [p

j
i ]− F1

t [p
j
t ] ∈ Rc, (5)

where the residual is set to 0 for the sample point whose
projections in previous frames fall outside the frame area,
and computing the overall error with Eq. 6

E =
∑
i,j

ρ(∥rji∥
2
2), (6)

where ∥.∥22 shows squared norm and ρ() is a robust cost
function proposed by Barron [3]. This nonlinear least-
square cost is iteratively minimized towards correct nor-
mal estimation using the Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm
[21, 32]; (b) computing a new road surface normal value by
adding the update given by Eq. 12.

The road surface normal vector is a unit vector with two
degrees of freedom (DoF), which can be decomposed into a
pitch angle θ and a roll angle ϕ 3, as shown in Eq. 7.

n = (− sinϕ cos θ, − cosϕ cos θ, sin θ)⊤. (7)

The Jacobian of the residual function w.r.t. the pitch angle
and the roll angle is defined in Eq. 8 by applying the chain

3An explanation of the pitch angle θ and roll angle ϕ is provided in the
appendix.
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rule,

Jj
i =

∂rji
∂δ

=
∂F1

i [p
j
i ]

∂pji

∂pji
∂n

∂n

∂δ
, (8)

where δ represents the to-be-optimized target (θ or ϕ), and
∂F1

i [p
j
i ]

∂pj
i

is gradient from 2D interpolation. ∂pj
i

∂n is the Jaco-
bian of the homography transformation (Eq. (1)) w.r.t. n, as
defined in Eq. 9

∂pji
∂n

= −1

d
Kti(K

−1(pjt ⊕ 1))⊤, (9)

and ∂n
∂δ , defined in Eq. 10 and Eq. 11, is the Jacobian of

Eq. (7) w.r.t. θ and ϕ respectively

∂n

∂θ
= (− n1n3√

1− n2
3

, − n2n3√
1− n2

3

,
√
1− n2

3), (10)

∂n

∂ϕ
= (n2, − n1, 0), (11)

where nk represents the k-th element of n. The detailed
derivation is included in appendix (Sec. 1). We obtain Hes-
sian matrices as H = J⊤ρ′J, where ρ′ is the derivative of
function ρ(). We compute the update by damping the Hes-
sian and solving the linear system, as shown in

△δ = −(H+ λ diag(H))−1J⊤ρ′r, (12)

where λ is the damping factor [40], balancing between the
Gauss-Newton (λ = 0) and gradient descent (λ =∞). Our
entire optimization process is differentiable.

The algorithm is illustrated in Alg. 1. The normal vector
n uses low-level features F1. While the high-level features
F2 focus on segmentation feature expression, the low-level
features F1 are supervised to extract useful features for both
segmentation and road surface normal estimation. As both
tasks focus on on-road objects, they can benefit each other.

4. Experiments
4.1. Implementation Details

We use a pre-trained EfficientNet [47] to extract image
features at two different scales, 4× and 16× down-scaling,
with 64 and 128 channels, respectively. To focus on the
bottom region of the input image, where road marks are
typically visible, we crop only the bottom 40% of the in-
put image, following the same approach in the prior work
[16]. The processed image size is set to 272 × 848. Our
decoder consists of bi-linear up-sampling layers and con-
volution layers, which up-sample the high-level features
and increase the resolution by a factor of 4 at each level.
We trained our model using the AdamW optimizer [55] for
30,000 iterations on two NVIDIA RTX 3090 GPUs, with a
learning rate of 4× 10−3.

Algorithm 1 Normal Optimization
Input:
The 1-st Level Feature Maps: F1 = {F1

i };
Sample Points Coordinates: pt = {pjt}mj=1;
Initial Pitch and Roll Value: (θ0, ϕ0) = (0.15, 0);
Damping Factor: λ = (λθ λϕ);
Hyper-parameter:
k; ▷ Maximum loop count, empirically set to 20
α; ▷ Convergence threshold, empirically set to 0.0001
Output: Optimized Pitch and Roll (θ, ϕ);

1: function OPT(θ0, ϕ0,F
1, pt, λ)

2: Derive point features F1
t [pt] from F1

t ;
3: for k ← 1 to k do
4: Calculate point coordinates pi in F1

i (Eq. 1);
5: Derive point features F1

i [pi] from F1
i ;

6: Calculate residual ri (Eq. 5);
7: Calculate observe error E (Eq. 6);
8: Calculate robust cost ρ(E) and its derivation ρ′;
9: Construct J and its Hessian matrices H (Eq. 8);

10: Obtain △δ by Cholesky decomposition
(Eq. 12);

11: Update Normal as (θ, ϕ)k ← (θ, ϕ)k−1+△δ;
12: if MAX(△δ) < α then
13: Break;
14: end if
15: end for
16: end function

4.2. Datasets
We conduct our experiments on two datasets, Apol-

loScape [17] and ApolloScape Night. Other datasets were
deemed unsuitable due to the absence of camera extrinsics,
as observed in SDLane [18] and VLI-100 [56], inadequate
frame overlap, or the lack of diverse segmentation labels,
exemplified by Waymo Open Dataset [43]. Further elabo-
ration on these reasons can be found in the appendix.
ApolloScape. The ApolloScape dataset is a large-scale
dataset that can be used for localization and segmentation
tasks. It consists of 38 distinct classes and poses various
challenges including occlusions and tiny road markings. To
provide accurate camera poses, the vehicle is equipped with
customer-grade GPS/IMU. However, for the lane mark seg-
mentation task, only 41, 201 annotated images out of more
than 110, 000+ are associated with camera pose informa-
tion. We used these 41, 201 images for our experiments
since our approach relies on camera poses. We divided them
into 35, 173 training images and 6, 028 validation images.
Because our approach uses sequential information, we se-
lect the validation set with completely different trajectories
to ensure a fair comparison.
ApolloScape Night. Since there is a lack of datasets for
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Table 1: Comparison with SOTA Methods on the ApolloScape [17] and Apolloscape Night Datasets and Running on an
NVIDIA RTX 3090 GPU. “18 mIoU” Represents the Mean IoU of 18 Types of Lane Markers Selected by ApolloScape
Official Metrics. “36 mIoU” Represents the Mean IoU of All Unignorable 36 Types.

Methods Frame Count Backbone Params (M)↓ GFLOPs↓ FPS (f/s)↑ ApolloScape [17] ApolloScape Night
18 mIoU↑ 36 mIoU↑ 18 mIoU↑ 36 mIoU↑

IntRA-KD[16] 1 ResNet-101 65.6 5159.4 10.8 42.1 24.6 29.8 16.7
SegFormer[52] 1 MiT-B1 13.5 1048.8 43.8 52.3 32.1 38.3 23.1

CFFM [42] 4 MiT-B1 15.3 1192.6 22.7 53.2 32.7 39.1 23.6
MMA-Net [56] 4 ResNet-50 57.9 723.2 20.6 52.9 31.4 38.8 23.2

HomoFusion(ours) 4 EfficientNet-B6 1.24 61.2 25.4 59.3 35.9 44.8 26.6

Figure 4: Sample images from the ApolloScape Night
dataset. Top: original daytime images from the Apol-
loScape dataset. Bottom: synthesized night-time images.

night-time lane mark segmentations, we created an artificial
dataset called ApolloScape Night from the ApolloScape
dataset using a cross-domain generation network [1]. This
allows us to evaluate our proposed model on a challenging
dataset with poor lighting conditions, road reflection, and
glare. Fig. 4 displays some sample images from the dataset.

4.3. Evaluation Metrics

In accordance with the guidelines of the ApolloScape
benchmark [17], we used mean intersection-over-union
(mIoU) as the evaluation criterion. ApolloScape contains
38 different types of lane markers, including two ignorable
labels (noise and ignored). Of these labels, 18 categories
are used in the official evaluation metrics. To provide a
comprehensive evaluation of our approach, we report the
evaluated mIoU results for both the selected 18 categories,
denoted as “18 mIoU”, and all 36 categories, denoted as“36
mIoU”. By reporting both sets of results, we provide a more
complete picture of the performance of our method on the
ApolloScape and ApolloScape Night datasets.

4.4. Comparison with State-of-the-art Methods

To evaluate the performance of our proposed method, we
compared it with SOTA algorithms, including (a) IntRA-
KD [16], (b) SegFormer [52], (c) CFFM [42], and (d)
MMA-Net [56], on the ApolloScape [17] and ApolloScape

Night datasets. To ensure a fair comparison, we retrained
each model on the same subset of the training set with the
same input resolution.

The results of the comparison are presented in Table 1.
Our approach outperforms the existing SOTA methods on
both the ApolloScape [17] and ApolloScape Night datasets
while having less than 9% of their parameters or computa-
tional overhead.

In addition, we compared our proposed method with
CFFM [42] which also uses adjacent frames to enhance the
representation of the current frame. Our method is more ef-
ficient in terms of model complexity, with a complexity of
O(HWC) for feature extraction andO(HWC2) for cross-
frame feature fusion. In contrast, the complexity of CFFM
is O(H2W 2C) + O(HWC2) for feature extraction and
O(HWEC) +O(HWC2) for cross-frame feature fusion,
where E is calculated by their receptive field and pooling
kernel size. This explains why our method has a lower com-
putational requirement for the cross-frame pixel-to-pixel at-
tention mechanism compared to the global attention mech-
anism used by CFFM.

The qualitative results of both the existing SOTA models
and our proposed model are shown in Fig. 5. The results
indicate that our approach achieves superior segmentation
performance on road lines and markings, even under ad-
verse conditions such as occlusion, road reflection, and poor
lighting. Additional visualization examples for various cat-
egories can be found in the appendix.

4.5. Study on Hyper-parameters

Number of Frames (n). We conducted a study on the im-
pact of the number of frames while setting the sampling
frame gap △t = 2. The results presented in Fig. 6 (a)-(b)
demonstrate that the performance of our method improves
on both ApolloScape and ApolloScape Night datasets with
an increase in the number of explored adjacent frames.
However, the performance improvement becomes negligi-
ble when the number of frames exceeds 4. Considering the
monotonically increasing relationship between the model
complexity and the number of frames, we set n = 4 to strike
a balance between model performance and complexity.
Sampling Frame Gap (△t). In the study on the effect
of the sampling frame gap, we set the number of frames
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Image IntRA-KD SegFormer CFFM Ours Ground TruthMMA-Net

Figure 5: Qualitative comparison with SOTA methods. The top two examples are from the ApolloScape [17] dataset, and
the bottom two examples are from the ApolloScape Night dataset. Yellow boxes highlight the area of interest for better
visualization. Red boxes indicate false-positive segmentation predictions. Best viewed in color.
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Figure 6: The impact of the number of frames n on Apol-
loScape (AS) and ApolloScape Night (ASN) datasets is
shown in (a) and (b), while (c) and (d) show the effect of
the sampling frame gap△t.

n = 4. Fig. 6 (c)-(d) indicates that the optimal performance
is achieved at △t = 2. This can be attributed to the bal-
ance between the sufficient overlap of road area across the
frames and a wide enough temporal gap that allows the dis-
placement of the source of occlusion, e.g. moving vehicle.

4.6. Discussion

All ablation studies are conducted on the ApolloScape
dataset with the same training strategies described in

Table 2: Ablation Study of our Proposed HomoFusion and
RSNE on the ApolloScape Dataset

18 mIoU↑ 36 mIoU↑
w/o HomoFusion 49.4 31.0

HomoFusion w/o HomoGuide 51.8 31.3
HomoFusion w/o RSNE 57.4 35.3

HomoFusion w/ RGB RSNE 54.9 33.8
Noisy Extrinsic 57.5 35.1

HomoFusion Full 59.3 35.9

Sec. 4.1. We set the number of frames to n = 4 and a
sampling frame gap of△t = 2.
Impact of HomoFusion. The core component of our ap-
proach is the HomoFusion module, which allows the use of
complementary information from sequential frames. Tab. 2
demonstrates that our model with the HomoFusion mod-
ule (4 frames) achieves better performance than the variant
without HomoFusion module (1 frame), illustrating the ef-
fectiveness of the temporally consistent feature representa-
tion obtained with HomoFusion module in addressing the
partial occlusion issues. We also study the effect directly
associating the pixels across frames based on their coordi-
nates by using identity matrix as the homography matrix,
denoted as “w/o HomoGuide”. It shows that such an incor-
rect cross-frame spatial correspondence, although leverag-
ing additional frames, provides limited help in improving
the model performance.
Impact of RSNE. We study the impact of the proposed
RSNE in the following model variants each comprising the
HomoFusion modules: (a) without RSNE (“HomoFusion
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w/o RSNE”), where the homography matrix is estimated
with the initial road surface normal (n0), (b) with RSNE
using RGB information (“HomoFusion w/ RGB RSNE”)
and (c) with RSNE with features (“HomoFusion Full”). Re-
sults in Tab. 2 show that “HomoFusion Full” achieves bet-
ter performance than “HomoFusion w/o RSNE”, demon-
strating the effectiveness of the iterative optimization in es-
timating a more accurate homography matrix that subse-
quently provides more accurate guidance on cross-frame
spatial correspondences. It can be also observed that “Ho-
moFusion Full” significantly outperforms “HomoFusion w/
RGB RSNE” indicating that deep features are more robust
than RGB information in estimating an accurate road sur-
face normal. This can be attributed to the fact the feature
representations are less prone to adverse noises caused by
environmental factors, e.g. brightness. Fig. 7 shows that the
fused frame with road surface normal estimated with fea-
tures has better alignment in road lines and markings than
that with RGB information.

(a) Normal estimation with RGB (b) Normal estimation with feature

Figure 7: Fused frame sequence with the homography transfor-
mation between the frame pairs. The road surface normal esti-
mated with feature representation enables more accurate homog-
raphy transformation than with RGB information, resulting in bet-
ter alignment of road lines and markings across frames.

Robustness against Extrinsic Noise. We investigate the
robustness of our method to extrinsic noise by introducing
random translation errors of less than 1 meter and rotation
errors of up to 30◦. The results are shown in “Noisy Extrin-
sic” of Tab. 2, which demonstrate that our method is capable
of mitigating extrinsic noise and remains robust.
Impact of Backbone. In order to ensure a fair compari-
son with CFFM 4 [42] and MMA-Net [56], we implement
our method with ‘MiT-B1’ and ’ResNet-50’ backbone and
report its performance in Tab. 3. Our method still outper-
forms CFFM [42] and MMA-Net [56] significantly. Addi-
tionally, we test our method with ‘EfficientNet-B4/5’ back-
bones, and the results show that our method has relatively
stable performance even when using smaller backbones.
Application to Another Task. Given our method’s abil-
ity to accurately align road surface objects across adjacent
frames, we also try it with the task of detecting water haz-
ards. Specifically, our approach aims to perform binary seg-
mentation to identify water puddles in the road. The previ-

4We use a heavy backbone in the competing methods as their publicly
available code uses this backbone

Table 3: Comparison of our Proposed HomoFusion with
Different Backbones on ApolloScape Dataset

Backbones Params(M)↓ GFLOPs↓ 18 mIoU↑ 36 mIoU↑
MiT-B1 13.64 89.8 57.2 35.3

ResNet-50 9.12 189.7 55.3 34.6
EfficientNet-B4 0.8 60.8 57.0 35.3
EfficientNet-B5 1.02 61.2 57.9 35.2
EfficientNet-B6 1.24 61.2 59.3 35.9

ous work on this task T3D-FCN [22] also exploits temporal
information, as water puddles can appear differently at dif-
ferent angles and distances as a vehicle moves. We use the
Puddle-1000 dataset [13], which includes On-road and Off-
road datasets. The frames obtained from an onboard camera
on bumpy roads are not stable and contain small extrinsic
noise. The intrinsic information of the camera is provided
by the dataset, while the global extrinsic information of the
camera is obtained using ORB-SLAM [34]. Our experi-
ments are conducted using the current and seven previously
consecutive frames with a 240 × 320 image size, the same
settings as T3D-FCN [22]. The results, presented in Tab. 4,
demonstrate the high effectiveness of our method. More vi-
sual details of this task can be found in the Appendix.

Table 4: Comparison of water puddle segmentations on
Puddle-1000 dataset

Dataset Methods F1-meas↑ Prec↑ Rec↑

On-road
FCN-8s-FL-RAU [13] 0.70 0.68 0.72

T3D-FCN [22] 0.68 0.79 0.62
HomoFusion (ours) 0.80 0.81 0.78

Off-road
FCN-8s-FL-RAU [13] 0.81 0.87 0.77

T3D-FCNU [22] 0.73 0.87 0.63
HomoFusion (ours) 0.87 0.87 0.87

5. Conclusion
The proposed lightweight lane mark segmentation model

presented in this paper offers superior performance with re-
duced model complexity compared to SOTA approaches.
The integration of the HomoFusion module and Road Sur-
face Normal Estimator provides an accurate classification
of partially occluded, shadowed, and/or glare-affected road
lines and markings by leveraging adjacent frames and pixel-
to-pixel attention mechanisms. Moreover, the novel ap-
proach of using the road surface normal to guide spatial cor-
respondences across frames has significant implications for
a wide range of applications in autonomous driving, includ-
ing road surface inspection, water, and other hazard detec-
tions. However, the current model relies on available cam-
era extrinsics and is somewhat impacted by extrinsic noise.
Future work will focus on optimizing both the normal vec-
tor and camera extrinsic parameters to improve the perfor-
mance and make the method more robust to challenging
environmental conditions. Overall, the proposed method
has the potential to significantly advance the field of au-
tonomous driving and related applications.
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